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Figure 1: (a) This photographs shows the first electric vehicle built at UAFS;
(b) this is a photograph of the second electric vehicle built at UAFS; (c) this is
a bicycle powered generator built by (a)
first year engineering students; (d) this is
an autonomous rover being built at UAFS; (e) this large rover is being
constructed to transport one astronaut; (f) this is a photograph of a mobile
streetlight constructed in 2017-18.
Figures 1 a-d show student led projects that are used to recruit high school students
into the engineering profession. The projects are selected to grab a high school student’s
attention at the same time they can be designed and built by engineering students in their first
two years of engineering school. These projects offer a dual benefit to the engineering
department by providing quality demonstrations used in recruiting efforts and quality
experience for those training to become engineering
Selecting a student let project involves three criteria: 1) costs associated with
materials and equipment, 2) technical difficulties associated with building the project, 3) does
the project grab the attention of an 18 year old high school student. 1) The UAFS
engineering department usually budgets $500 to $1,000 for a student led project; this can
vary if we involve outside donors. 2) The selected project must be able to be built using
equipment found on the UAFS campus or possible a local company that is willing to donate
machine time. 3) Selected student led projects must pique the interest of potential recruits.
Project that involve physical interaction or the use of their cell phone have proven to be very
successful.
This poster will summarize six projects and explain the impact they have had on the
UAFS campus and the student involved with them.
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